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KYBERNETIKA —VOLUME 18 (1982), NUMBER 5 
GEOMETRY OF GAUSSIAN NONLINEAR REGRESSION 
PARALLEL CURVES AND CONFIDENCE INTERVALS 
ANDREJ PÂZMAN 
The regression model yt = tjt(9u . . . . 0m) + s,; (i"= 1 , . . . , JV, 0 £ (9) is considered, with ;/; 
nonlinear and continuously twice differentiable and with («j, . . . , ejv) ~ V(0, £ ) , £ k n o w n . 
The one-dimensional case (i.e. m = 1) is investigated mainly. A nonlinear geometry of the sample 
space RN is proposed and curves parallel to the set {(t/^9),..., tjN(0)); 6 e &} are considered. 
The results are used to construct confidence intervals for 0. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let us consider the regression model 
(1) yt = rit(S) + Bt; (i= 1,...,N) 
where y := (yu ..., yN)' is the vector of observed variables, 0 := (9U ..., 9m)' e 
e 0 c Rm is the vector of unknown parameters and s := (el, ..., %) is the vector 
of random errors which are supposed to be distributed normally, N(0, £), with 
a known nonsingular covariance matrix S. The model functions 1i(')> -••> t?jv(*) 
are known and generally they are not linear in 0. Such a model is often met in appli-
cations. Usually the parameters 9lt..., 9m are estimated by the minimization of the 
residual form. The resulting estimates 
(2) 9(y): = Arg min [y - „(0)]' E-»[y - ,((9)] 
060 
are the l.s. (= least squares) estimates. 
Usually the model functions tjlt..., nN are smooth enough and the parameter set 0 
has a simple form (e.g. it is an m-dimensional interval), eventually with a not quite 
clearly defined boundary. This allows to specify the assumptions on 0 and on the 
model functions in a mathematically convenient way. We shall suppose that the set 0 
is convex and compact and that it has a nonvoid interior in Rm (i.e. it is really m-di-
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(i = ],..., N , j , k = 1, ..., m) 
JJC" 
mensional). Further we shall suppose that there is an open set U => 0 such that the 
functions nu ..., %
 a r e defined and have continuous second order derivatives 
d\(0). 
dOjd0k' 
on the set V. Finally we shall suppose that the mapping 
(3) n:ee0^(ni{O),...,nN(e))eR
f< 
is one-to-one and that for every 8 e 0 the vectors dq(0)jd6u ..., ^^(0)|^0m are linearly 
independent. This last assumption allows to consider, equivalently, instead of the 
parameter set 0 the set of potentially possible mean values 
(4) S:={n(O):6G0}. 
It is called the solution locus in some papers (cf. [2, 3]). We shall prefer to call it the 
mean-values manifold. 
The advantage of the mean-values manifold when compared with the parameter 
set 0 is that it does not depend on the particular parametrization used in the model. 
Most algorithms for computing the I.s. estimates and most inference methods 
for nonlinear models including the asymptotic methods are based on a local linear 
approximation of the model. That is, in a neighbourhood of a fixed value 0° e 0 
the model functions are approximated by 
(5) iM+iffl + ijIt (e<-0?) 
i=i dOigo 
That means, the mean-values manifold S is approximated by its tangent plane at the 
point ^(90)• The quality of the approximation is to be measured with the aid of the 
norm 
(6) H | £ : = v ' 2 T V ; (v e RN). 
Statistically this means that the approximation is good if the variances of the observed 
variables yt, ...,yN, and of their linear combinations, are small, when compared 
with the curvatures of S. If we need to appreciate the covariance matrix of 6 within 
this approximation, we compute the local information matrix 
(?) { M ( « ) } , : = M l ) r ^ ; (i,j=l,...,m) 
w l v Hl dOi d6j K ' 
at the point 9 = 6° and take M_1(0°) for the covariance matrix of Q. 
In [3] an investigation was performed to clarify how nonlinearities of S perturb 
the confidence level of linear confidence intervals and confidence regions. Measures 
of nonlinearity of S, which indicate the adequacy of a linear approximation, were 
obtained for such purposes (cf. [2]). Such investigations were based, in principle, 
on differential geometric analysis of the mean-values manifold S or, equivalently, 
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of the parameter set 0 . Yet in the paper by Rao (cf. [6]) it is proposed to measure 
the distance of two nearby points 0 and 0 + d0 in 0 by 
d(0,0 + d 0 ) : = [d0 'M(0)d0] 1 / 2 
and the distance of two arbitrary points 0(1), 0(2) e 0 by the length of the shortest 
curve in 0 connecting 0(1) and 0(2). (For an interesting development of this Rao's 
idea cf. [l]). Since, according to (7), 
the corresponding distance in the mean-values manifold is the "usual distance" 
on a manifold in RN. but instead of the Euclidean norm and of the Euclidean inner 
product in RN, the inner product 
(9) <u, v>j; = u 'E" W ; (u, v e RN) 
and the norm (6) are used. 
In the presented paper the stress is not on the geometry of S or of 0, but on the 
geometry of the sample space. Of course the sample space may be considered as 
a Hilbert space with the inner product (9). This is adequate for linear regression 
models. It is motivated also by the expression 
<10) ^ " ( i < ^ r e x p M , / - ' w l i ! 
for the probability density of the observed vector y with respect to the Lebesgue 
measure X in RN. However in nonlinear regression models such a linear structure 
of the sample space is in contradiction with the nonlinear structure of the mean-
values manifold. In Section 2 we propose a nonlinear (local) geometry of the sample 
space, which is induced by the nonlinearity of S. To do this we use that 
(i) the l.s. estimate 0(y) given in (2) associate a point </[0(y)] of S with each 
point y of the sample space RN, 
(ii) the set of sample points which give the same l.s. estimate 0, in symbols, 
Lg := {y : y e R
N, \\y - v(0)\\s = min ||y - n(6)\\s} 
OEG 
is "locally orthogonal" to any curve in RN which is parallel to S and which intersects 
Le (see Section 2 and Appendix). 
Hence curves in the sample space, which are parallel to S, are of statistical interest. 
They are investigated in Appendix. The conditional probability density under the 
condition that the sample is on a given parallel curve is obtained in Section 2. This is 
the base to construct, at least in principle, the confidence intervals or the confidence 
regions for 0 . , . . . , 9m. 
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To clarify the ideas, the main attention will be paid to the case of the one-dimen-
sional regression. In that case, under some regularity conditions, explicit formulae 
for computing confidence intervals are obtained. 
2. THE ONE-DIMENSIONAL NONLINEAR REGRESSION 
2.1. The Conditional Probability on Parallel Curves 
We shal consider in this section the special case when 
&:= 0,0) 
is an interval in ft1. The model functions r\i('), •.., ^N(') define a mapping 
(11) 0 e <fl, B) h-> i/(0) e RN 
which can be interpreted geometrically as a curve in RN. According to the assumptions 
presented in the Introduction, i/ has continuous derivatives di/(0)/d0, d2rj(d)jd92, 
and |jdi/(0)/d0|jE * 0 for every Os(0,B). The expression 
IMDil A* T: = 
is the length of the curve. Since 
t by 
dO 





; ( є( ,B)) 
and by the initial condition t(9) — 0. With this "natural" parametrization we obtain 
a new mapping 
(13) 5^:te(0,T)^V[0(t)]eR
N 
which corresponds to the same geometrical picture in It" as the mapping (11). 
Generally, a curve in RN will be defined as a mapping 
y : u e <0, U> i-> y(u) e RN 
which is continuous on <0, U> and has a continuous second order derivative d2}'/d«2 
on the set <0, U> — C r, where Cy is a given closed set in R
1 which contains no 
intervals. Moreover we shall suppose, unless otherwise stated, that the parameter 
u is "natural", i.e. 
(14) _! \ = 1 ; (u e <0, U> - Cr) . 
du |E 
Points y(u); (u e C7) are called singular. The curve y will be called regular iff C r = 0 
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and, for some e > 0, y can be extended to a curve 
y : <0 - e, V + e> i-> RN 
with a continuous derivative d2y/dw2 also at 0 and U. 
A curve y : <0, U> i~> RN will be called parallel to a regular curve 
<5: <0, T> H * RN 





cpy : <0, T> | • <0, U> 
- 5 - ^ 0 , and Í Ь - O ^ e C , , 
dř ~ dř / W ľ 
^O-rWOЗ.^f) - o ; (te<o,T», 
dř áu\u=q> v (0 
(17) (iii) 
One-sided derivatives are taken in (15) and (17) if t = 0 or t = T. 
y(%ltH ^ i i i 
" ~ < du 
. . . . . . 2 1 
Fig. 1. j>(1) and y ( 2) are curves parallel to <5, z ( 1 ) , z ( 2 ) are singular points. 
Notation. We shall omit the subscript y in tpr, if there will be no danger of con­
fusion. 
Examples. Two concentric circles in R2 or two parallel straight lines in RN are 
mutually parallel curves. A parallel curve may look quite exotically, as shown in 
Figure 1. Points where the curve y changes its direction are points from the set Cr 
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The properties of parallel curves are analysed in the Appendix. We summarize 
them briefly: 
(i) If y is parallel to a regular curve S then 
||y(X0] - .5(011* = const-; (t 6 <o, r » 
(Proposition A 2). This constant is the distance of y from 5 and it will be denoted 
by dr 
(ii) A point y[<p(t)] is singular if and only if 
(is) ^ IK-) - -K0l>U-*<o - o 
(Corollary to Proposition A 3). 
(iii) The expression 
(19) , ( - , := 1 ^ 
dt2 
is the radius of curvature of the curve <5. As shown in Proposition A 4, if y is parallel 
do 8 and if 
||y|>(0)] - S(0)\% < inf Q(t), 
te<o,r> 
then y is a regular curve. 
(iv) If d is a regular curve, if z is a point in »N, and if t0 e <0, T> is a solution of 
j l z - « U = 0, 
dr 
then there is a unique curve y which is parallel to 5, which contains the point z 
(i.e. y(u) = z for some u e {0, [/>), and which is orthogonal to y[<p(t0)]
 _ 8(t0) 
(i.e. (y[q>(t0)} - 5(t0). d8jdt\toyz = 0, see Corollary to Proposition A 5). This curve 
is a solution of the linear differential equations (A 4) and the function cp is given by 
the integral (A 5). 
Let us return to the curve 5^(t) = »/[#(0] (see Eq. (13)) corresponding to the 
mean-values manifold $ (see Eq. (4)). Let us consider the following subset of the 
sample space, 
(20) V„:=(z:zeff\ 3 ^ ||z - n(e)\l = 0 
The set V contains all samples y which are such that the l.s. estimate &(y) is inside 
(Q, B). Parallel curves are related to local coordinates in V, as we shall explain: 
First, let us exclude points z e F , which are singular (i.e. (d/d0) ||z - tf(6)\\x = 0 
and (d2/d02) ||z — ti(0)\\l = 0), since, as known from differential geometry, the set 
of such points has a zero Lebesgue measure in UN, and consequently a zero P„ measure 
for every Be0 (cf. [5]). 
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Further let us take a regular point y0 e V, and denote by t0 a solution of the equa-
tion (djdt) ||y0 - <5-(t)||_ = 0. We can take an open neighbourhood Wyo of y0 and 
e > 0 as explaind in Proposition A 6, and construct local coordinates u(y), vt(y),... 
•••> %-i (y) f° r points y e Wyo. The coordinate u(y) is the value of the natural para-
meter of the curve y which is parallel to 5n and which contains the point y (i.e. 
y[u(y)] = y). The coordinates f_(y),..., vN_1(y) are defined by 
Vi(Y) = <y - # r ) , b0)(ty))_ ; 0 = 1, ..., N - l) , 
where 9T is the true value of the vector of parameters, ty e (t0 — e, t0 + s) is the solu-
tion of the equation (d/d?) ||y - _-(.)fl_ = 0, and bw(ty), ..., b
ll"l)(t,) are ortho-
normal vectors which are orthogonal to d^O)/df|f . More details about the local 
coordinates are in Appendix before Proposition A 7 where we have to set i.(0r) 
instead of tjT. 
Generally, the choice of the local coordinates depends on the choice of the curve y 
parallel to 8n which contains the point y (it is equivalent to say that it depends on the 
choice of the solution of the equation (djdt) \\y — Sn(t)\_ = 0) but in the region 
of regularity which is defined in Section 2.2, this choice is done in a unique way. 
We can write 
y-#,) = /y-#r),^j) -£| 
\ d f \ t J _ dt \ty 
+Y<Y-n(0T),b(i)(ty)y^(ty). 
Substituting this into the probability density (10) and using that dy/du|„(y) = 
= +d8n\dt\ty. and the definition, of the coordinates Vx(y),..., %_i(y), we obtain 
(21) _£z£_- = [(2nf det __]-»/- exp {-_ (y - # r ) , M V / f > . ( y ) } 
dX I \ duj„(y)/_ i-i J 
= [(Inf det X]~V2 exp ( - _ (y[u(y)] - r,(0T), ^ 1 V +"_>?( / )} . 
i \ d»i„c.y_ i=i J 
Finally, using the Jacobian (A 8) in Proposition A 7, we obtain from (21) 
d P , > ( y W y ) , . . - , % _ i ( y ) = [{2ny d e t E ] - i,a 
dw dyt . , . . . , dvN_t 
exp{-i /y[u(y)] - # r ) , %\ )
2 +"_>.(y)l • 
From this equality follows the theorem: 
Theorem 1. The random variables u(y), i>_(y),..., %- i (y ) defined on Ffyo are 
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independent. The conditional probability density of the coordinate u, under the 
assumption that the sample point y is on the curve y parallel to 5„, is given by 
(22) d P 9 > | Y e ľ) 
dи 
expí-i(V)-# г),^ 
Note. The parameter u used in Eq. (22) is the natural parameter of the curve y, 
hence ||dy/dw|jE = 1. The probability density in Eq. (22) is therefore the probability 
density with respect to the Lebesgue measure on y in the special case when _ = I. 
A regular curve y which is parallel to the curve 5, will be called a regular l.s. 
( = least squares) curve iff for any I e (0, T) 
t = Argmin| |y[<p(?)]-5,(t) | | 2 . 
<e<o,r> 
In other words a regular l.s. curve is defined by the property: for every sample y 
lying on the curve every solution of the equation (d/d0) j|y - ij(0)||E = 0 is a least 
squares estimate. 
Corollary to Theorem 1. If y is a regular l.s. curve then the probability density 
of the least squares estimate 0, under the condition that the sample lies on the curve 




d_| \ 2 ) d_ 
d0|L/J dí 
Фrц 








i + Uo) _ ľ ( ф ( dчmi 
dt2 
d2ч/!|ď; _ dí/ /d2i; dí; 
d0 \ d 0 2 ' d0 
Proof. The function \ji which is defined by 
m = me)} 
maps <0, B} onto <0, U> and it has a positive derivative 
ăф _ d<j9 dí _ dę |di/ 




This follows from the definition of t(6) in Eq.(12), from Eq. (15) and from the regu­
larity of the curve y. Moreover, from (16) it follows that 
~ iw«) - ma~*w = -2 (vbitw - # ) . ~f ^ ) E = o • 
Hence tjj"1^) is the least squares estimate if y = y(u) is the sample. In the notation 
introduced in Eq. (2) it means that 
0(y) = r1(u)\Y^u). 
Therefore we may write 
dPeT(0\yzy) = d P , r O | y e y ) <hft8) _ 
d§ du dd 
_ d P , г ( и | y e y ) 
dм 
\\dt0)\\ 
dd \u = *(6) d t 
Comparing this formula with (22) we obtain (23). The derivative dcp/dt is given by 
Eq. (A 2) in Appendix. Finally, using Eq. (12) we obtain 
d2n[d(t)\ _ d2* /d0\2 d?7 d^0 = 
dt2 ~ dO2 V dt / + d6 dt2 
^IІШ 
d 2 \\d 
+ ^1É. /ŮZ 
dd d ř \ d 0 
drj - 1 / 2 
9(0/ E 
which is equal to the right hand side of Eq. (24). 
2.2. Confidence Intervals if Samples are in the Region of Regularity 
D 
To find a confidence region for the parameter 0 means to construct for every 0 a set 
W„ <= RN with the property 
Pe(Wg) = 1 - a 
where 1 — a is the prescribed level of confidence. Then the set 
{e:yeWe} 
is the confidence region. 
We propose to construct a set i%>y c {y(u) : u e <0, U>} for each curve y which 
is parallel to Sn in such a way that 
and to také 
P e ( y 6 l f 8 , y | y e y ) = l - a ; (0 6 0 ) 
We = U W9„ 
yer 
where T is a "reasonably choosen" set of parallel curves. 
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This construction can be carried over successfully if the sample lies in the "region 
of regularity" with probability close to one. and if 9 is "distant" from the boundary 
of 0, as we shall explain. 
We define the region of regularity of the curve i\ as the set Rn of points z e V, 
for which 
(i) II" - tP(») ] |« < inf <?,(f), 
ls<0,T> 
where Qn{t) is the radius of curvature of the curve 8n at the point t, (Eq. (19). 
(ii) there is a unique solution ( = 0(z)) of the equation 
^ | | z - „ « = 0 
which is in the set 
{0:0ee,||z-.»(0)|| r£2 inf e,(0J 
te<o,r> 
(iii) the symmetric image z* of the point z, which is defined by 
- ~ = »[«(«)] 
also has the properties (i) and (ii). 
The number 
(25) r := inf Qn{t) 
re<o,r> 
will be called the radius of the region of regularity. 
The property (i) ensures that a parallel curve in R, is regular (Proposition A 4). 
The property (ii) implies that Rv contains no point of intersection of two parallel 
curves with distances less than 2r and that parallel curves are regular l.s. curves. 
The property (iii) allows to use symmetric pairs of parallel curves, as we shall explain 
later. 
Take p0 e <0, l } . We shall say that the regression model is at least p0-regular 
with distant boundaries iff 
Pe(Rv) ^ Po 
for every value of the parameter 9 which is in a given subset &0 <= 0. Here we suppose 
that the true value of 9 can be only from the set 0O and the values which are in 
0 — 0O are redundant in the model. This is what we mean under the words "distant 
boundaries". This approach can be justificated by the example of the linear regression, 
where we take standardly 0 = (— oo, oo), although in applications there are always 
some constrains on the values of 9. 
In an at least p0-regular model with distant boundaries the formula (23) can be 
simplified. As a result we have the following theorem: 
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Theorem 2. In an at least p0-regular model with distant boundaries a confidence 
interval for 9 is given as the set 
J # : - { 0 : 0 ( y ) e J , } , 
where the interval Ig is taken according to 
Ш 
"- = 1 - a. 
qg(6)d6 
and where the function qe is given as 
eo , ^ - P {-(«-#)• ^ | | [ ] } 
The confidence of the interval J6 is at least p0 (1 — a). 
Proof. Let y be a curve parallel to Sr Let us denote by y* the curve which is the 
symmetric image of y, that means 
(27) y*:te(0,T)^y*[<py.(t)], 
where {y*[<py*(t)~\ + y[<Pv(0]}/
2 = a*(0- ( W e n o t e t n a t t n e parameter t in (27) is 
natural for Sn but not for y*). The difference y — Sn is a solution of Eq. (A 4) (with 
Sn instead of S). It follows that y* - Sn is also a solution of Eq. (A 4), hence y* is 
a curve parallel to Sn as well. 
Let us compare the expressions for dq>yjdt and d<pr./df given by Eq. (A 2). Because 
y[(py(t)~\ 6 R,, we have 
hence 
^(0-vW0].~^) f i<i. 
This allows to omit the absolute value in (A2) and to write 
* ? - . + («*) -*,»]• ^ 
Analogically we obtain 
fe = 1 + ( W - y [ M 0 ] . ^ ) . 
Hence 
(28) ^ + d ^ , = 2 ( f e < 0 , T » . 
d* dt V J 
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Now let us consider the probability density (23). Since 
( r W f f l - # ) . | ) ^ o 
for every S e 0, we have 
(29a) (foMm - #)> ̂ )[ = Om - #)> %)[• 
Analogically 
(29b) (y* MMTL - #)> | ) [ - ( # ) - n(e), | ) [ . 
Let us set (29a) and (29b) into (23) and into an analogical expression for the pro-
bability density dPe(6) | y e y*)/d#. We obtain 
which is the probability density of the l.s. estimate 9 under the condition that the 
sample y is on the curve y or on the curve y*. The right-hand side of (30) is equal 
to the function qg in (26). 
The proposed confidence interval is then obtained as explained in the beginning 
of Section 2.2, taking for T the set of all parallel curves which are in Rr The level 
of confidence of this interval is at least equal to (1 — a) p0. • 
2.3. Examples 
1. The linear model. Let us take S = I and 
n(e)=Bf; (0 6 ( - c o , co)), 
where f is a given vector. Evidently R¥ = M
N, p0 = 1. Parallel curves are straight 
lines: y(u) = «f/|f||.. + ky, where ky is a constant vector. From (26) we obtain 
^ ) = exp{-K0-0)2ff'}[ff']1/2-
Hence the (1 — a) confidence interval is 
{0 : \e - 9(y)\ [ff'f2 < cj , 
where ca is the (1 - a/2) quantile of N (0, 1). This interval coincides with the con-
fidence interval used in the linear regression, when £ is known. 
2. The exponential model. Let us take L = a2l, N = 2, 
m(B) = ^\ 
n2(e) = e"
e; ( 0 e ( - o o , oo)). 
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Let us denote r\ : = dij/dfl etc. From (24) we obtain 




H«|Í M í [e2ň + e- 2 T 
r 2 = min [e 2 9 + e - 2 " ] 3 / 4 * 2 = 2 / f f 2 • 
R, : = {z : z e K2, min {[-. - e 9 ] 2 + [z 2 - e"
9 ] 2 } < 2} 
e 
is the region of regularity. The model is at least ^0-regular with 
Po = h2(x) dx , 
where h2(x) is the probability density of the ^-distribution with 2 degrees of freedom, 
since every sphere which has its center in the mean-values manifold & = {(e9, e~9); 
9e(— oo, oo)}, and which has the radius equal to 2, is a subset of R„. (By more 
subtile considerations we can obtain a better ( = larger) value for p0). Evidently, 
the model is with distant boundaries for every finite interval 0O c ( - c o , oo). 
The function qg from Eq. (26) is expressed as 
„(«) - (V2W [CoSh ( 2 9 ) ]- „p {- -L &l(ML_i |£±J]!} , 
2.4. Curves outside off the Region of Regularity 
In the case when, with a large probability, the sample lies outside off the region 
of regularity it is better to describe the geometry of the sample by curves other than 
the parallel curves. The reason is that several parallel curves may intersect in points 
outside the region of regularity. 
A curve y : <0, U> t-» RN will be called a l.s. curve with respect to a regular curve 
.5 iff 
(i) for every u e <0, U> there exists a tu e <0, T> such that 
min ||r(«) - 5(t)l = ||7(«) - ,5(011, 
is<o,r> 
(ii) if M $ Cy then 







We see that a l.s. curve is composed from parts of parallel curves, which have the same 
distance from the curve S. 
In the region of regularity a curve is a l.s. curve if and only if it is a curve parallel 
to tj. Outside the region of regularity the advantage of the l.s. curves, if compared 
with parallel curves, is that they intersect each other with a negligible probability. 
Since l.s. curves coincide with parallel curves in neighbourhoods of regular points, 
the expression (22) for the conditional probability density remains valid. It follows 
that we can use the l.s. curves to construct confidence intervals analogically as parallel 
curves, but in general it is a difficult task from the computational point of view. 
3. THE MULTIVARIATE NONLINEAR REGRESSION 
Similar ideas as in Section 2 can be used also in the case when set 0 is multi-
dimensional. However computationally the situation is much more complicated than 
in the case of the onedimensional regression. Here we present only the outlines of 
a possible approach. We intend to present more developed results for special cases 
in a future paper. 
Let us first consider the case that the regression model is linear, 
tj(0) = F0 ; (0 e & = Rm), 
where F is a known N x m matrix of rank m. The confidence region for the vector 
of unknown parameters 0 is well known for this linear model. It is the ellipsoid 
0 := {0 e Rm : (9 - 9) (F'E_1F) (0 - 9) £ c} , 
where c is a constant. Since F'2._1F is the information matrix (compare with (7)), 
the confidence ellipsoid 0 is a sphere, if measured in the Rao's distance, that is 
(31) 0 = {9eMm:d(9, 9) ^ c} . 
The expression (31) for 0 make sense also in the case of a nonlinear regression model, 
if we suppose that every two points of 0 may be connected by a geodesies. Then the 
Rao's distance between any point 9* on the boundary of 0 and the point 0 is just 
the length of the geodetics connecting both points 0* and 0. 
It seems to be resonable to take the set 0 as a confidence region for 9 also in the 
nonlinear regression model, at least for the case of a p0-regular regression model 
with distant boundaries, which is to be defined in an analogical way as in Section 2.2. 
Two difficulties arise if we want to construct such confidence regions: 
a) the construction of the set 0 means to construct geodesies in 0, 
b) it is necessary to compute the confidence level of such a confidence region. 
As to the point a), the geodesies in 0 is a solution g(t) of the following differential 
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équations: 
(32) /_rM_l__l dM 
dt2 ' Ô8t 
= 0 ; (k = 1, ..., m). 
>=e(o/ s 
(The Euler-Lagrange differential equations). To find a solution of these differential 
equations is a very complicated task. However from (32) it follows that the curve 
v[f(0] is a c u r v e ifl t n e mean value manifold S which has the vector of curvature 
d2t][g(t)~]jdt2 orthogonal to the surface S in every point of f/[g(t)]- This can be 
used for an approximative construction of &. 
As to the point b), the confidence level can be computed if we know the probability 
density of the least-squares estimate 9. That means we have to find the multidimen-
sional generalization of the expression (26) for qe(9). 
APPENDIX 
Through the appendix we shall denote by S a regular curve 3 : t e <0, T> H* WA. 
The parameters of all considered curves will be natural. By y|[_» we shall denote that 
the curve y is parallel to the curve S. We shall write < , > and || || instead of < , >-, 
and || |_, (p instead of q>7, C instead of C r 
Proposition A 1. If y || S then the function 
* e <0, T> h* y[<p(t)] 
is differentiable, and 
(All djW0] = ±
d j 5 d ^ 
K } dt dt dt' 
Proof. The function (p is nondecreasing. Therefore 
dy[<?(t)] = dy(M) dffl 
d^+ dM+ d̂  
dy[<?(t)] = dy(M) dg 
d^_ dM_ dt Ht) = 
If cp(t)eC then dcp/dt = 0, otherwise dyjdu = ±dS/dt. • 
Proposition A 2. I f y | 8 then the distance ||<5 )̂ - y[<p(t)]|| does not depend on t. 
Proof. From (16), (17) and from Proposition Al we obtain 
| m - mm1 - * {m - *>«]. d-f - * f ) -»• • 
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Proposition A 3. If y | 8 then 
<A2) ^ = i | ^ I K ? ) - K " ) | u
2 ^ ( o 
dt \dt 
Proof. Since \\dd(t)ldt\\ = 1 we have 
_ | / а д - * > « ) ] , ^ dґ2 
+ 1 
i{s^yl + {Kt),m 
Analogically, from Proposition Al 
i ( r W a « ) - ^ : + ( * W ] . ^ > . 
Subtracting the terms in the second equality from the terms in the first equality and 
using Eq. (16) we obtain 
0 - 1 ± ^ + (S(t) - y[(p(t)l ^ = ± ff + I £ \\5(t) - y(u)\\^w. • 
Corollary. A point y(u) is a singular point of the curve y parallel to <5 if and only 
if (d2/df2) ||«5(f) - y(u)|*=„(r) = 0. More generally, a point z e f l " is singular at 
t E <0, T> (resp. it is regular) iff (djdt) |[z - 5(t)f = 0 and (d2/dt2) \\z - <5(f)||2 = 0 
(resp. iff it is singular at no point of <0, T>). 
As is known from differential geometry, the expression g(t) = |d2<5(f)/d('2|"1 
is the radius of curvature of the curve 3 at the point t. 
Proposition A 4. If y || d and if the distance between the curves satisfies the ine-
quality 
(A3) ||y|>(0)] - 8(0)1 < i n f Q(t), 
t£<0,T> 
then the curve y has no singular point. 
Proof. From Proposition A 2 we obtain, using the Schwarz inequality 
<8(t) - y[<p(t)], d2.5(0/dr> i 1)5(0) - y[>(0)]| e~l(t) , 
hence, according to (A 2), dcpjdt #= 0 for every t e <0, T>. Thus y has no singular 
point. • 
Proposition A 5. A curve y is parallel to 8 if and only if the difference 
A(t):=y[<p(t)\-8(t) 
is the solution of the system of linear differential equations 
(A4) m.-mi^m^,,^ (<.,...,«), 
dt dt j,k = i dt 
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it satisfies the initial condition 
/dS(t) 
df 
.,__(») = 0 for some t0 e <0, T> , 
and cp(t) is defined by 
(A5) cp(t) = Л(v), 
d2ð(v 
dv2' 
- 1 dv. 
Proof. Let us suppose first that y is a curve which is parallel to S. From Proposi-
tion Al and Eq. (A2) we obtain 
dy[ę(t)] 
df = + *(*) - vШl 




dř \ dř 
.,Ҷ а д _ v W 0 ^)_/ЉИ],lЛ ; ( , Ě < „, т > ) 
Hence 
dy dð 
àu ' dř 
= sign Щ-yЫ%~ђ + í]i (УWШC). 
It follows that dy/du = dSjdt (resp. dy/dw = - dSjdt) if 




i - Шt)l - S(t), >ш «•«*» 
which coincides with Eqs. (A 4). Eq. (A 5) is true due to Proposition A 3. 
Conversely, let us suppose that y[<p(f)] = A(t) + S(t), where A(t) is a solution 
of (A 4) and let us take ap according to (A 5). Let us define 
C := {cp(t) : t e <0, T>, dcpjdt = 0} . 
The set C is compact, since <p(t) and d(p\dt are continuous. If d(p\dt\tl = d<p/dt!t, = 0 
then either (/>(/]) = <p(t2) or dcp/dt > 0 in a point t e (f«, t2), hence C does not contain 
intervals. 
If u $_ C we obtain from (A 4) and (A5) 
dy = d y [ f f l ( f ) ] / d y y
1
= +dd 
d« df \df/ ~ df 
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and 
d2y _ d2d /dg 
dw2 ~ d.2 Vdt 
hence y has continuous second order derivatives on <0,<p(T)>-C, Eq. (A l) is valid 
and u = <p(t) is the natural parameter for y. Finally we have from (A 4) 
Hence U), *$&\ = const. = U0), * ) \ = 0 . D 
Corollary. Let us take an arbitrary point ze RN and a point t0 e <0, T> such that 
(d/dr) Iz — <5(f)||2 = 0. Then there is a unique curve y which contains the point z, 
which is parallel to d and which is such that y[<7>(t0)] - <5(t0) is orthogonal to S 
at the point t0. 
Proof. As is known (cf. [4] Chapter I, Theorem 5.1) any system of differential 
equations 
^•-Z-«W*X0; (> = i,.-,A0 
dt j 
with a,j(f) continuous on <a, b} has a unique solution x(r) which satisfies the initial 
condition x(t0) = z for a given but arbitrary point ze R
N. D 
Proposition A 6. Let be y0 e R
N, t0 e (0, T), (djdt) ||y0 - 5(/)j|
2|(o = 0, (d
2/d«2). 
. ||y0 - 5(/)j|
2|,0 > 0 (resp. <0). Then there are a neighbourhood Wyo of y0 and 
an g > 0 such that 
a) to every y e Wyo there is a unique point in t0 — s, t0 + e) which will be denoted 
by ty, such that 
^-|y-Wk = o, 
dt 
b) for every y e Wyo 
(resp. <0). 
Proof. Let us denote 





The sets V, Vlt V2,... are open sets, since the functions 
(y, t)e RN x (0, T)» (d/df) ||y - 5(t)\\2 , 
(y, t) e RN x (0, T) H. (d2/di2) fly - S(t)\\2 
are continuous. Let us take (N + l)-dimensional open cubes Qu Q2,... centered 
by the point (y0, t0) and such that Qk <= Vn Vk; (k = 1,2,...). We have 
(A6) (y0, to) e f) Qk -fc 0 . 
i i = i 
Because the intersection of a decreasing sequence of open intervals in Rl, (au by) => 
=> (a2, b2) => ..., is the interval <lim ah lim /_,•>, we obtain from (A 6) that there is 
i i 
a /c-dimensional open cube Fi 0̂ and an open interval (/0 — e, t0 + e) such that 
(y0, f 0 ) e Wyo x (t0- e,t0 + s)c f)Qk. Q 
t = i 
We shall construct local coordinates in the open set Wyo defined in Proposition A 6. 
Let us choose N — 1 points z 1 ; . . . , z w _ ! which are in the hyperplane 
x r o = | z : z e < ( | z - . 0 o ) , « | ^ = 0 } 
and are such that the vectors 
b(i%) = z, - _( .„); (i = l , . . . ,_V-_) 
are normed and orthogonal vectors. Following Corollary to Proposition A 5, there are 
N - 1 curves, say y ( I ),..., y ( J v _ 1 ) , containing the points zit...,zN_u which are 
parallel to 8 and are such that 
W%г0)-\~ö(t0)Ш 
åt 
= 0 ; (i = 1, ...,J - 1). 
For every t e(t0 — e, r0 + e) we shall denote 
b ^ - y ' V 0 . ' ) ] ~*(0; 0=i,...,!v--i). 
According to Proposition A 2 we have 
b(i\t)-l; ( i = 1, . . . , J V - 1). 
Analogically as in the proof of Proposition A 2 we may write 
i <_'>«, »«'(.)> = (. "iy»(0] - "(0. if) [± & - il 
+ (.V'W]-«0^)[±^-.]-o, 
where we used the property (16) of parallel curves. Hence 
(A7) <b(;)(t), b(j')(t)> = <b<"(t0), b«(to)> = 0 . 
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We recall that we denote by ty the unique point which is in the interval (t0 - e, 
t0 + e) and which is defined by 
d-l 
y - *(',)• 
dí 
= 0 
(Proposition A 6). The curve parallel to 5 which contains y will be denoted by y. 
We have 
W)]-«^[)=o. 
As before, we denote by u the natural parameter of the curve y and by u(y) its value 
at the point y (i.e. y = y[u(y)]). Finally, let us use the notation 
fi(y):=<y-vr,fa
(i)W>; (i = i -v-i), 
where »/r is an arbitrary but fixed point of W
w. 
Proposition A 7. Let y0 be as in Proposition A 6. The mapping 
T : y e Wyo K. (u(y), ^(y) , . . . , -»_.(jr)) _ »
w 
defines differentiable local coordinates in WJ,o. The Jacobian of T is 
dyj Ju=i> 
Proof. Let us denote by e l 5 . . . , eN the orthonormal basis in R
N (i.e. >>( = <e;, y>; 
(/ = 1, ...,N)). We have 
___ = ^__f_| ; («_.!,...,/v). 
3u du „,„, 
(A8) det = 1. 
Further 
Hence 




ðи " "" дu 





u|H|b^(0f...|b^-1>(0P = l. n 
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